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SEPTEMBER PICNIC
FEATURING
FREE BEER & SOFT DRINKS
GAME OF DXPEDITION
Date:

Sunday, Sept. 26

Time:

10:00 AM

Place:

Linda Vista Park,
Cupertino

Program:
Regular Business
Meeting, DXpedition Game.
Facilities include playground,
hiking, picnic ants, poison
oak, etc. There will be a big
door prize, XYL prize and a
raffle with a significant
prize.
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ABOUT THE PICNIC - K6TMB
It's time again for the Club
Annual Picnic. It will be in
the same place as last year:
CreeK Linda Vista Park, Cupertino.
~-------------r--~TM~~~~~~~~~~~ The date is SUNDAY, SEPT. 26
from 10 AM till the beer runs
out or you pass out or ???
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There will be plenty of FREE
beer and soft drinks and the
barbeque pits will be all
fired up for the stuff you
bring from home. The facilities include playgrounds for
the kids, picnic tables, etc.
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To get there, use the map and
when you get lost tune in
WR6ACZ (147.36 MHz) or 147.54
MHz Simplex for a talk-in.
In addition to the regular
business meeting (hopefully
very brief), there will be
a DXpedi tion Game with some
very fancy prizes.

DOUBLETS
* * * *
* * * *
A Glossary of Ham's Terms with Two Meanings
It has become increasingly obvious that certain terms in the ham world have changed meaning
down through the years. Doub 1e meanings have been rampant and this parti a1 1i sting should
help "clear the air." It is only a starter. Readers are encouraged to add more as they see
fit, and send them to The DXer to help spread the word(s).
- Rich Lawton, N6GG
(Good Grief ! )
TERM
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2ND MEANING

TRIBANDER

A transmitter that puts out on 3
bands at the same time.

An antenna that does same.

FREQUENCY
MONITOR

A calibrated detector for checking
transmitter frequency.

Policeman on the DX frequency.

QRL?

Are you busy?

CQ for determining number of
policemen on DX frequency.

IC

CW statement of understanding.

Integrated Circuit.

TEST

Signal used for testing transmitter.

Contest CQ.

REPEATER

2ND MEANING

CLICKS

Radiated arcing of key contacts.

JA term for very small rivers.

THUMPS

Broadening of CW signal, caused by
hard keying.

Dreaded knock on door by irate
neighbor with TV!.

Operator who says everything twice.

VHF intercom.

TRANSVERTER

Perverted man acting as woman, or
vice versa.

Converts transceiver to VHF.

CHIRP

CW signal whose frequency moves
when keyed.

Advice to depressed DXer with
bad TV!.

ROCK BOUND

Crystal controlled transmitter.

Going to a concert.

DIODE

Expression of desire to live a
long life.

A device that converts AC to
DC (see RECTIFIER).

POT.

Variable resistor (Potentiometer).

Grass.

GANG TUNING

A

A device that works like a diode.

A bad case of hemorrhoids.

series of variable condensers
in tandem.

A multi-multi contest station.

RECTIFIER
MOPA

A type of transmitter (Master
Oscillator Power Amplifier).

A device for cleaning floor in
Italian kitchen.

GRID BIAS

DC voltage on grid of tube.

A 4ger faithful.

SUPPRESSOR GRID

Bias on a jail cell.

Desirable frequency generation
in transmitters.

Hated causes of TVI in transmitters.

3rd grid in tube.

HARMONICS
FREQUENCY
DOUBLER

Frequency multiplying stage in
transmitter.

A "nooner ...

OPERATING
BAREFOOT

Dangerous practice of warming feet
on HV transformer.

Operating without a linear
amplifier.

SHOES

Foot coverings for HV protection.

Operating with a linear amplifier.

PARAS! TICS

Self-oscillation from resonances
in RF amplifier.

Kids.

SLIPPERS

See "SHOES".

QRP 1inear.

PARASITIC
SUPPRESSOR

Small coil inserted in plate lead
of amplifier to prevent selfasci llation.

Any contraceptive device that
works.

DXCC

Mexican bootlegger's reply to,
"QTH DX?"

DX Century Club (100 Countries
Confirmed) .

BUG

A semi:automatic key.

A trouble in the rig.

VAGI

Southern slang, usually preceded
with "damn".

Type of antenna using parasitic
elements.

COOTIE

A side swiper key.

A key used with electronic keyer.

PARASITIC
DIRECTOR

Board chairman's son takes over
the business.

Vagi antenna element.

B ELIMINATOR

A power supply substitute for "B"
batteries.

An insecticide.

KNIFE SWITCH

Antenna change-over device.

Protective device against irate
neighbor with TV!.

OFF CENTER
FED HERTZ

A

Wooden antenna that works once
every 28 days.

A broad-band, cross-phased
antenna array.

CAP

LOG PERIODIC
ANTENNA

A beanie.

Slang for condenser (capacitor).

PUFF

Indian CW (smoke) from transmitter.

Slang for "picofarad".

MAST

A wooden pole for supporting an
aerial.

A metal pipe on top of tower.

NEON BULB
II
HOT LIPS

Poor man's RF indicator.

Pilot light on power supplies.

COAX

Persuasion needed to climb wooden
pole.

RF transmission cable.

RF burns from ungrounded mike.

Sex term.

PENTODE

Vacuum tube with 5 elements.

Captured toad in a cage.
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popular single wire fed aerial.

A deranged radio nut.
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THE SUN, part two
by David M. Barton, AF6S
Introduction
Part one covered the sun's eneray production and transport to the
surface of the "photosphere". Part two is on sunspot cycles and
the chromosphere, the corona and the "solar wind".
Sunspot Cycles
The causes of the "sunspot cycles" are not well unnerstood.
However,
scientists
mapping the sun's magnetic fields by
measuring ~olarization of solar radiation discovered that the
~eneral
field reverses direction completely once per 11 year
cycle.
Ptudies of the rotational flow patterns on the photosphere surface have led to conjecture that the field,
beina
captured in the photosphere,
is somehow "turned inside out" ns a
result of the general qas flow.
In any case,
the result is a
cyclic variation of maanetic activitv with a neriod of about 11
years.
The Chromosphere
'fhe chromosnhere extends upward for a few thousand miles above
the photosohere (visible surface).
Radiation is MOstly in the
ultra-violet Rn<l X-ray rn.nqes. The gases scatter some light from
the photosphere, making the chromosphere visible during solar
eclipses.
Gas density is much lower and temneratures are mu~h
hlqher than in the photosphere. Chro~ospheric temperature increases with height,
ranging from 55010 degrees C at the photosphere boundarv to about ~00,0001 degrees.
Fnergv heating the
chromosphere is believed to be supplied through mechanical
couplin9 with the photosphere and by fast-changing magnetic
fields.
The Corona
'T'he corona is the highlv variable tenuous region above
chromosnhere.
It is believer! that t.he corona is heated hy
mot ion of the macmet_ ic fields which extend into it frorr
photosphere.
Since the qas densi tv in the corona is low,
rraqnetic fields dominate the qas.

the
the
the
the

The hottest places in the corona are observed to be associated
with laroe sunspots.
These sunspots have strong maanetic fields
\vhich can move verv fast.
The field lines frequently make aiant
loops extending 200,00~ miles ahove the surface.
As these loons
move,
thev ran "whip" huge volumes of aas up from the chromosphere.
~orne
of the aas tends to follow the hiah field loops,
mn.kin0 the spectacular corona arches seen during solar eclipses.
'T'he solar flares associated with the corona activitv are thought
t.o occur \·!hen stronglv bunched magnetic fields,
held cantive by
the photo!=:phere, reach such a hiah intensity that they can no
lnnaer be held.
The fields may then move very rapidly as they
"snap" t.o new, lov.rer enerav ccmfianrations. (Cont.)
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THE SUN, Part Two (Continued from Page 3)
Radiation
About 99 percent of solar radiation is light and heat,
the
"blacl<body" radiation of the photosphere resulting from its 5500
deqree C temperature. The photosphere radiates at wavelengths
ranging from 300 nanometers (ultra-violet)
to 10 micrometers
(i n fra-red).
Total radiant flux at the earth's distance is 1.37
kilowatts per square meter.
About one percent of the sun's radiation extends to shorter
wave lenr:{ths all the way dmvn to the X-r<'ly reqion of t.he spect.rurn.
Scientist.s stwivina the solar spectrum soon found that the
shorter the wavelength the areater the variation over time.
\'Jhereas total solar flux never varies more than at·out 0.1 percent, X-ray output can chanqe 500-to-1. This hiah-enerqv radiation emanates from the chromosphere and the su.per-hot. chaos of
the corona.
Photon enerav is sufficient to ionize gas atoms,
which is exactly what happens when this radiation strikes the
upper atmosphere of the earth.
The travel-t.ime of all the electromaqnic radiation from the sun
to the earth is about 8 minutes,
this being the time taken to
cover the q3,000,000 mile distance at the speed of light.
Since
the time taken for all parts of the radiation spectrum to reach
the earth is the same, the radiation effects on the ionosphere
are already occurinq by the time flares are observed.

The Solar Wind
In addition to electromagnetic radiation,
the sun also emits a
cont i nuous stream of matter consistinn mostlv of liaht ionized
gases
(hydroqen and helium).
The speed and flux of t.he solar
\vind vary greatly,
being maximum during large flares.
The winr1
is emitted strongly from "hot-spots",
so emission is not uniform
over the solar surface.
Also, because the sun's maqnetic field
can curve the paths of charqed particles,
the flow is not
straight-line. .l\ "current sheet" of ionic materia 1 is t.hought to
encircle the sun hiqh above its equator. Such a current flow
would produce a maqnetic field which would cause solar wind
streams north of the "sheet" to deflect southward and those south
to deflect northward. This would "beam" the flow into the plane
o f the solar equator.
The earth crosses this plane twice per
year but the beam could hit earth at other times due to
irrequli'lrities in the "current sheet".
Next
The effect.s
at.mosphere.

of solar radiation and solar wind
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Thanks to Bob Thompson, K6SSJ, for supplying this article about Joel Gambord, KT6J, who lives in the former home of
John Steinbeck.
KEITH KELSEN

I
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John Steinbeck's Monte Sereno horne is today owned by Mr and Mrs Joel Garnbord

U1

Steinbeck slept here
by Audry L. Lynch
jOHN STEINBECK HAD JUST BEGUN TO EARN A

little money and fame with his novels Tortilla Flat and In Dubious Battle when the.
conscientious young writer decided to flee
the growing popularity of his home in
Pacific Grove and seek a place of relative
isolation and peace.
He found it in Monte Sereno.
It was here that he completed his next two
masterpieces, Of Mice and Men and The

Grapes of Wrath.
In 1936 Steinbeck purchased a 1.639-acre
plot of the old Bowdish property, two miles
awav from the center of Los Gatos. He and
his ~ife, Carol, planned their first home ;a small, one-story wooden structure. Their
only neighbor, Mrs Lisa Taylor -· who still
lives on the Steinbeck's old road, Greenwood
Lane, since the death of her husband remembers sL-eing the new house begin construction . .. We saw it going up," she recalls,

.
"and the present dwelling doesn't bear much
resemblance to the modest home the
Steinbeck.~ built."
The Taylors grew fond of their new and
only "nice neighbors,"' the Steinbecks. According to Mrs Taylor, Steinbeck was a
slow, but conscientious young writer who
wrote all day, either in the house or sitting in
the sun. Once she remembers asking him
how much he accomplished in a day and he
answered, "About 100 words a day ...
His wife guarded him from all interruptions, especially phone calls. Steinbeck's
habit at that point was to write on separate
pk'CCs of paper. Carol would come out.
scoop them up and take them inside and
type them. This lackadaisical habit of the
young SteinbL'Ck led to a disaster which
Taylor still laughs about today.
She recalls: "One night John announced
that he had just finished OJ Mice aud Mc11 so
we invited the Steinbecks over for supp~r

and wine to celebrate the ending of the
that Steinbeck came over and asked,
book . They had their car packed for a trip to
laughingly, "Did you tell Moss Hart that
you'd never heard of John Steinbeck!"' Moss
San Francisco to have a party with their
Hart had come to buy the play rights of
frienus but they graciously accepted. Later
"Grapes" but some ''idiot woman" kept getthat night. my husband noticed that the car
ting him off the right road.
was still in the driveway. We asked John the
Eventually too many people "discovered"
next morning what had happened. 'Toby ·
chewed up the manuscript,' was his reply.
their home and the Steinbecks moved to the
Toby was the Stein becks' English setter ...
Biddle Hanch in the Santa Cruz mountains .
It took Steinbeck six months to rewrite the
The ranch encompassed 50 acres and it was
book. At the end of it, Tador had the
here that Steinbeck finalh-. finished The
Grapes of Wrath. The Los Gatos Mail-News
temeritv to ask Steinht'Ck if tl;e Sl'Cond verreported the move and stated: "The noted
sion w~s better. He answered that he didn't
author is seeking_ greater seclusion ...
reallv know bL•cause he couldn't remember
the {irst one. From then on, Steinbeck comT he current owners, Mr and Mrs Jot'!
mitted his writings to large, hardbound
Gambord, bought the house in HJ70. Like
journals. ··It simplified things f<ir them a
the SteinbL'Cks, thev were attracted bv the
great deal," laughs Taylor.
country atmospher~ and charm of the !;lace.
Of course it is a much grander place now
Since SteinbL'Ck had started selling his
since it was re'modeled in 1966. Currently, it
measures 3500 feet with six bedrooms ·and
books to the movies, visitors began visiting
from the Hollvwood film colonv. "One
four baths.
day," reminisct:s Taylor, .. 1 not icC:~ a little
Mrs Gambord, an interior dL'Corator and
man walking down our road who looked
owner of "As Time Goes Bv"' in Los Gatos,
has filled .the home with he; manv lovelv anvery familiar. As he got closer, I realized
tiques. Aware of the literary heritage o.f her
who he was. Charlie Chaplin. Nobody in
town knew he was here ... This \'isit is recordhome, she graciously allows groups of
neighboring school children to visit it every
ed in Chaplin's Autobiography.
With the advent of guests, the Steinbecks
vear.
. Both of the Gambord~ haw "read
built on a guest house and finally, an eighteverything he wrote"' and have started to
foot-high grapestake fence around his property. Since garlic still grows wild in that
collect first editions of the author and other
area, Steinbeck named his home "Aroyo del
Steinbeckiana. She has organized a
"'SteinbL'Ck corner"' in their bedroom, where
Ajo"' - Garlic Gulch. The wooden sign
Steinbeck originally slept and wrote. It will
(which Steinbeck carved) that marked the
eventually be transformed into a Steinbeck
entrance to the property still stands.
Even though Greenwood Lane is still litroom to house their collection.
tle more than a winding path. more and
Sometimes the Gamhords (he's a local
more people began to find the Steinbeck
builder) feel that the spirit of John Steinbeck
home. Steinbeck began to guard his privacy
has not given up on the place. "'For a couple
even more fiercely when he began work on
of springs, a robin us~d to hang around, get
Grapes of Wrath . He begged the Taylors not
drunk on pyracantha hcrritos and cra~h into
to tell anvone where he lived. Once Mrs
the windows, .. laughs Mrs Gamhord. ··He
Tavlor foll<iwed these entreaties too well.
kept coming back. so faithfully that we
While she was planting shrubs one day at
started calling him 'John ."
the edge of the property, a man drove up in
··on other occasions, .. reports Mrs Gama taxi and asked if she knew where Steinbtx:k
bore!. "the bell rings and we open the door
lived? She said, "No." About an hour later
and there's no one there . At other times, I
he roared back up the hill again but still she
get a flash as I walk through the house as if
replied in the negative. After dinner she said
§
someone is there ...

FLEA MARKET - SEPT. 11

DEADLINE FOR DXER

One of the big ones for the year. FARS
Foothills Amateur Radio. Society) will
sponsor Ham and Computer Flea Market from
9 AM to 2 PM Saturday, September 11 at
Foothill College. Take Highway 280 to El
Monte Avenue in Los Altos Hills. Use Parking Lot T. 2 meter call-in 145.27 "SPECS"
Repeater. Seller $5.00 per exhibit space
buyers free - but bring green stamps .

The deadline for articles to go in the
October newsletter is September 24.

O'BRIENS OFF TO FRENCH POLYNESIA
Dear Rod:
Just a note to let you know of plans we
are making to operate from French Polynesia in the fall.
We will depart for Tahiti on October 21,
1982 for two weeks. We will spend three
days at Bora Bora and the remainder at
Moorea.
Jay's call is F0¢0J and he will be making
a major effort in the CQ World Wide Phone
Contest weekend. Before and after the contest, he will concentrate on CW operation.
Jan's call is FOo'JO and she will operate
SSB and endeavor to give contacts to those
wishing to work an FO YL station. The QSL
routes will be: F0¢0J via W6GO and FO¢JO
via K6HHD.

-.-.

-.-.

--.-

We are also planning to enjoy the sights
and sounds and whatever else one does in
French Polynesia as this will be our first
visit there.
73,
Jan
& Jay
W6GO & K6HHD
ROSTER UP-DATE

--.-

Changes:
- WB6FDQ, Daniel J. Tognetti, 707-255-7840
W6WC, John Brand, 916-652- 0268
- K6WR, Brad Wyatt, business 408-463-3418
- Amile J. Forni, 150 San Mateo Drive,
Menlo Park, CA 94025

-.-.

.-.
.-.

PUZZLE WINNER - N¢NE
CARE AND FEEDING OF THE IC730
At a recent Friday luncheon,
while KR60
was filling a doggie bag wi th leftover
Chinese food, K6LM asked i f the grub was
to refuel Steve's IC 730.
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We goofed and left the numbers off the
puzzle last month. Puzzle solvers probably
recognized Shakespeare and got some clues
correct but we received no entries. The
answer was "The pileups the thing. 11

r---

A BROAD-BAND DIPOLE
Most untuned doublet antennas are not broad
enough to provide a low SWR across an entire
amateur band. Tills is a particularly troublesome
ituation on the 80- and 40-meter bands. Tp.e
antenna of Fig. 21-23, sometimes called a
"double-bazooka" antenna, was developed by the
staff of M.I.T. for radar use, and was later
popularized by W8TV for amateur use (QST, July
1968). An 80-meter version of this system, cut for
3.7 MHz, provides an SWR of less than 2:1 across
the entire band, and shows a 1:1 reading at 3. 7
MHz. SWR at 3.5 MHz is 1.7:1, and is 1.9:1 at 4
MHz.
TI1e antenna consists of a half-wavelength
section of coax line with the sheath opened at the
center and the feed line attached to the open ends
of the sheath. The outside conductor of the coax
thus acts as a half-wave dipole, in combination
with the open-wire end sections of the antenna.
The inside sections, which do not radiate, are
quarter-wave shorted stubs which present a very
high resistive impedance to the feed point at
resonance. At frequencies off resonance the stub
reactance changes in such a way as to tend to
cancel the an tcnna reactance, thus increasing its
bandwidth. This antenna can be cut for any
operating frequency, including that of the
160-meter band. Formulas are given in Fig. 21-23.
RG-58/U coax line is capable of handling a full'
kilowatt from the transmitter with the SWR figures
given earlier. Details are given for making up the
junction blocks where connections are made. Other
construction techniques are possible, and this will
be pretty much up to the builder. If the plastic
blocks of Fig. 21-23 are used, their inner surfaces
can be g~oove~ to provide a snug fit for the coax

HEARD ON THE REPEATER

cables when the two halves arc bolted together.
After assembly, the mating outer surfaces of the
junction blocks can be sealed with epoxy cement
to assure a weatherproof bond. This antenna can
be mounted from a single center support and used
as an "inverted V" if desired. Single-wire end
sections can be substituted for the open-wire stubs,
but the open-wire sections contribute to the
antenna's broadband characteristics.

BROAD-BAND DIPOLE

RG-58/uCoax

· ·

IH.W~g
Jbl.ock(a)

(A)

L= feet

·

1nsula.tUw Ope;t. wn:·e

j/JJU::.tWn blOck
(b)

lt.ne

70 TlXZJ1S.

Coa;c
Ope~-wir:e

JUNCTION

BLOCKS (a)

(B)

To Tr:ClJ1.5.

(C)

JUNCTION

BLOCKS (b)

OC300- 0hm

twin line

Fig. 21-23 - Details for building a broad-band dipole. The builder
may choose to employ other methods for joining the sections, but
the illustrations at B and C represent one of the better, more secure
techniques.

(More or Less)

THE STANDARD ANNOUNCEMENT
DX Announcement
On 20 Meter CW -T32AF at 14.023.4, etc.

MORNING QUERY
Is there any exciting DX on this morning
(I've got a helluva hangover and can't
hack tuning the bands)

LOUSY BAND ANNOUNCEMENT
Domestic Announcement -- WB2XY$ Special
Events Station, Niagra Falls

LATE NIGHT QUERY
Does anyone know
? (Have the
info here somewhere but too beat to look
it up)

STANDARD QUERY
What's the CW pileup at 14.034.6 (I listened for 5 minutes and can't copy that
fast!)

STANDARD NEW VHFer QUERY
Can anyone tell me where this repeater
is located? (I have a repeater guide,
but really want to ragchew)

THE STANDARD EXCUSE
Sorry, guys, I had the volume turned
down (I work em before I call em out)

STANDARD KERCHUNK
I know the repeaters up but gotta check
one more time.

THE PARTIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
FRO something or another portable T,
14.044 (I can't hear em but the east
coast is piled up on an FRO)

STANDARD HT REPAIR
Get the cat.

QUIET REPEATER ANNOUNCEMENT
There is a helluva pileup on 20 Meters
(Guaranteed to bring em out of the woodwork)
CUNNING QUERY
What's this guy's QSL info? (I worked
him but never got his call but this will
sti r up the que stion "Who are you guys
chasing? " and I'll fi nd out!!)

STANDARD EXCITED NEW VHFer
Wow •. sera tch •• sera tch •• getting into the
rep .. scratch •• scratch .• on HT running 1
watt .. sera tch and sera tch .. rubber duck,
from my .. scratch .• living room couch. (I
don't know enough about repeaters to realize that the repeater sensitivity and
10,000 ft. elevation is doing the job!)
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W6ISQ

QRTing is Such Sweet Sorrow

DON'T THROW OUT THOSE JA QSL'S
By W6ISQ

This will probably be my and Shirley's
last issue of The DXer, as we've informed
the club president that the' time has come
for a new editor.

Dr Rod:
By now you are probably afraid to open an
envelope from me for fear of what might
be inside-hi. Anyway, the enclosed just
received from JARL. It does show the 47
Prefectures. Also, the inset is for the
call areas, but that's not as interesting
as the Prefectures (could be blanked out).
Anyway again, it is interesting because
many members have worked JAs by the
gillions in tests, etc. But I'll bet only
one in ten can find QSLs from all 47 Prefectures! Some quite rare. For any use you
might make of it--including the bottom of
the bird cage--it's yours.

We received an immense amount of satisfaction in creating, writing, editing and
producing The DXer. It started at a time
when Shirley was taking phototypesetting
and copy preparation classes and I felt
a need to do some creative writing as
opposed to my 26-year career as a technical writer.
We both want to express our gratitude for
the kind letters and words. We published
18 issues, found several new advertisers
and were pleased that the NCDXC was mentioned and The DXer quoted several times
in CQ and QST magazines.

73,
Jack

Last but not least, none of this would
have been possible without the distribution
crew and the superb contributors, which
we gratefully acknowledge below.

Ed Note:

Distribution: N6AUS, KB6BW, W6UR, NC6S &
XYL Jane, W6NLG, K6TMB, W6DU, W6TPH, N6ST.

QST - NOV. 1920

Contributors: W6LQC, KE6JH, W6 VG, W6PVE,
W6GO, K6HHD, W6SYL, W6RQ, W6KQK, N6AN,
W6MUR, WB6WKM, K6SSJ, W6BIP, AF6S,
W6DU,
K6HNZ, KR60, W6KG, W6QL, W6ZYC, W6DPD,
W6NLG, K6TXR, N6ST, K6RK, The DX Bulletin
Vernon, CT, W6KH, KA6ING, K6BW, WB6GFJ,
K6WD, K6DC, K6FD, K6LM, W6ISQ, K60P (NG6X)
AA6AD, WB6EXW, K6SMH, W6BSY, W6TC, K6ANP,
K6YK, W6BJH, AA6XI, WB6ZUC, N6GG, et al.

73.
Rod and Shirley Dinkins
AC6V and XYL

P. S.

This came with my "Worked All Prefectures Certificate".
See map on Page 8 of this issue.

NOTICE OF CONSOLIDATION
Stanford University, Calif.
September 29, 1920
Editor, QST:
I wish to take advantage of your columns
to announce that stations 6SR and 6AE have
been combined and now sign 6AE. Mr. Franklin, the owner of 6SR, and myself will operate the new station jointly, and hope
by this change to be able to hold almost
a continuous watch without missing many
evenings. His sign will be JF and mine FT.
We would greatly appreciate any cards that
would be sent to us by amateurs outside
of California w~o hear our signals.
Yours sincerely,
Frederick E. Terman
Tnx to W6ERS

CONTEST CALENDAR
Sept. 5
Sept. 11-12
Sept. 18-19
Sept. 18-19
Sept. 25-26
Sept. 25-26
Sept. 26
Oct. 2-3
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Bulgarian C.W. Contest
European Phone Contest
CAN-AM Phone Contest
Scandinavian C.W. Contest
Scandinavian Phone Contest
CAN-AM C.W. Contest
North American SSB Sprint
VK/ZL/Oceania Phone Contest
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Superposition ot Zurich Sunspot Numbers and Ottawa 10.7 em Flux
January 1944 - December 1980
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THE HAM MART
THE DX EDGE

HAM RADIO OUTLET
999 Howard Ave.
Burlingame, CA 94563
(415) 342-5757

Looking for long haul OX on the low bands?
Know when &where to look.
Visualize the Gray Line
and sunrise/sunset times

HAM RADIO OUTLET
2811 Telegraph Ave.
Oakland, CA 94609
(415) 451-5757

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA'S LARGEST
AMATEUR RADIO INVENTORY

The everyday OX operating aid still only $14.95.
Order now for the winter DX season.

*** Authorized Kenwood Dealer ***

The OX EDGE, Dept. N
P.O. Box 834, Madison Sq. Stn.
New York, N.Y. 10159

Be first in the pileup •••.
get it at Ham Radio Outlet

NEW UNUSED GOVERNMENT SURPLUS
Largest stock of precision resistors &
capacitors in seven western states.

RELAYS: coaxial, motor driven, stepping,
power, and time delay.
Meters, rotor coils, counter dials,
variable caps., RF chokes &coils, switches.
Used test equipment.
M & B ELECTRONICS
415/893-1400
745 E. 12th Street
Hours 10-5
Tues. thru Sat.
Oakland, CA 94606

QUEMENT ELECTRONICS

SERVING AREA AMATEURS FOR OVER 40 YEARS
1000 So. Bascom Ave.
San Jose, CA 95128
(408) 998-5900

PROVIDING A COMPLETE LINE OF
AMATEUR EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES

Call or come in for quotes on
all your amateur needs.
We will be pleased to assist you!

YOU MAY BE VERY PLEASANTLY SURPRISED
WITH OUR PRICES & SERVICE
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NORTHERN CALIFORNIA DX CLUB INC. , P. 0. Box 608, Menlo Park, CA 94-025
The DXer is the bulletin of the NCDXC and is published monthly for the benefit of the club members. Permission to use
any portion of this publication is hereby granted, provided that credit is given The DXer.
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PRESIDENT
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SECRETARY:
Chuck
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TREASURER:
Merle
Parten
DIRECTOR:
Dave
Leeson
DIRECTOR:
Bill Zachman
DIRECTOR :
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Rod Dinkins
Martin Oppenheimer
Ken Bruce
Joe Dillow
Dave Hillman
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Send DXer Articles to:
AC6V, 455 Jacaranda, Sunnyvale, CA

W6DU
W6VG
WB6ZUC
K6RK
K6DC
W6QHS
W6TPH
AC6V
KB6BW
NC6S
W6UR
N6AUS
94086

DX LADDER
Send reports to:
Chuck Patterson, K6RK , 3101 Withers Ave .
Lafayette, CA 94549

NCDXC REPEATER: W6TI/R
Bob Vallio W6RGG
TRUSTEE:
REPEATER COMMITTEE
CHAIRMAN:
Charlie Kump W6ZYC
147.96 MHz
Input Frequency:
147.36 MHz
Output Frequency:
147.54 MHz
Suggested Simplex:
NCDXC THURSDAY NIGHT NET
On W6TI/R Thursdays at 8:00 P.M.
NET CONTROL:
DX NEWS:
WEST LINK :
CONTEST NEWS:
SWAP SHOP :
QSL INFORMATION:

Dave Barton
Phil Garrahan
Jay O'Brien
Ken Ruddock
Dick Letrich
Jay O'Brien

NCDXC DX BULLETIN BROADCASTS
W6TI, the NCDXC Memorial Station broadcasts
DX bu l let i ns each Sunday at 1800 GMT or
Monday at 0200 GMT on 14.002 MHz.

W6TI TRUSTEE:

Bob Vallio
.... .,....,,.. .•-

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA DX CLUB INC.
P. 0. Box 608
Menlo Park, California 94-025
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Stan L Kuhl
1149 Heatherstone Way
Sunnyvale CA 94087
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